
KUWAIT: In line with its strategy to be closer
to its customers, National Bank of Kuwait
(NBK) aims to share its customers the celebra-
tion of all occasions and keep in touch with
them. In this context, the bank will celebrate the
birthdays of eligible Zeina Package Customers
by sending them special gifts, in collaboration
with Teeela toys app.

The bank will send an SMS to the guardians of
eligible customers (with 5 or more years relation-
ship with NBK) informing them that they will be
contacted by Teeela team to arrange for the gift
delivery. Otherwise, Zeina Customers can contact
NBK Contact Center at 1801801 if they wish to
arrange for a different way to receive the gift.

Zeina Package is tailored to young customers
from birth until below 13 years of age, providing
children with the basic tools they need to learn
about saving and banking through a package
including a bank account, debit card, and a vari-
ety of services and activities that aim to familiar-
ize children with the basics of saving and how to
manage their financial affairs.

On this occasion, Monira Al-Kharafi, Marketing
Segment Officer, Consumer Banking Group at
National Bank of Kuwait said: “Our goal is to
remain closer to all our customers, and keep con-
tinuously in touch with them, as well as share with
them all special moments, demonstrating our care
to offer them an exquisite banking experience.”

“Zeina Account offers
a variety of rewards and
activities all year round
whereby we seek to
instill the culture of sav-
ing in children, and to
offer them a unique age-
appropriate banking
experience. The account
also provides a unique
opportunity for parents
to plan for the future of
their children,” he added.
Al-Kharafi emphasized that NBK strives to
reward its customers with a variety of prizes,

draws and offers all year round, in addition to
providing the most advanced digital banking
products and services, and cutting-edge pay-
ment solutions.

Zeina Account offers an array of special serv-
ices and rewards, as customers get free NBK
Zeina Debit Card, choose from an interest-bear-
ing Savings Account or an interest-free Trust
Account, as well as participating in special
activities and events for Zeina Customers
throughout the year, and various discounts
when shopping with NBK Zeina Debit Card.
Parents can open Zeina Account for their chil-
dren by visit ing one of NBK Branches or
through the website nbk.com. 

Monira Al-Kharafi

NBK provides birthday gifts to Zeina 
customers in alliance with Teeela App
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Al-Kharafi: NBK strives to share with customers their special moments

KFH launches ‘Live 
FX service’ to offer 
dynamic forex rates
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH) has
launched, as the first bank in Kuwait, Live FX
service, which provides live dynamic foreign
exchange rates with favorable margins 24
hours a day, every weekday.

The Live FX service is an innovative solu-
tion based on technology in the electronic for-
eign exchange markets, where customers are
able to purchase and sell TRY and G7 curren-
cies at favorable margins, day and night,
through KFHonline on the website or the
mobile app.  KFH provided the high-end Live
FX service to create a solution to the problem
of high foreign exchange margins outside of
working hours due to lack of live pricing and
smart hedging systems. This unique solution
reflects the bank’s experience, know-how and
expertise on managing currency exposure and
fintech solutions in the foreign exchange mar-
kets. The bank’s innovative, dynamic and pow-
erful Treasury and information technologies
team with global infrastructure solution part-
ners play an important role in realizing all
these sophisticated fin-tech products and
solutions. KFH reiterates the continuing inno-
vation in its products and services. 

The bank works tirelessly to provide better
service to its customers. The Live FX is a
qualitative leap in the method of moving for-
ward in the digital transformation strategy of
KFH. It is a pioneering technological service
that carries multiple advantages, flexibility and
permanent possibilities for development, in a
way that serves the interest of customers and
enhances their banking experience.

FRANKFURT: The soon-to-be-
completed Nord Stream 2 pipeline,
set to double natural gas supplies
from Russia to Germany, has long
divided European capitals and fuelled
tensions with Washington.

As US President Joe Biden readies
for a landmark encounter with
Russia’s Vladimir Putin, here’s a look
at the project described by the United
States as a geopolitical security risk
but also a “fait accompli”:

What is it? 
Running from Russia’s Baltic coast

to northeastern Germany, the under-
water, 1,200-kilometre (745-mile)
long Nord Stream 2 follows the same
route as Nord Stream 1, which was
completed over a decade ago.

Like its twin, Nord Stream 2 will be
able to pipe 55 billion cubic meters of
gas per year to Europe, increasing the
continent’s access to relatively cheap
natural gas at a time of falling domes-
tic production. Russian giant
Gazprom has a majority stake in the
10-billion-euro ($12 billion) project.
Germany’s Uniper and Wintershall,
France’s Engie, the Anglo-Dutch firm
Shell and Austria’s OMV are also
involved.

Why is it controversial? 
Nord Stream 2 bypasses Ukraine’s

pipeline infrastructure, depriving the
country of around a billion euros
annually in transit fees and, Kiev fears,
removing a key check on potential

Russian aggression.
Ukraine, in conflict with Russia

since Moscow’s 2014 annexation of
Crimea, also believes Nord Stream 2
will be used by Russia to exert politi-
cal pressure. In past disputes with
Russia, Ukraine has seen its gas sup-
ply cut off several times. The United
States shares those concerns. As do
several European nations, particularly
Poland and eastern European coun-
tries wary of becoming too reliant on
Moscow for energy security.

Analysts meanwhile disagree about
Nord Stream’s economic and environ-
mental benefits. 

A 2018 report by German think
tank DIW said the project was
unnecessary and based on forecasts
that “significantly overestimate natural
gas demand in Germany and Europe”.

Why is Germany so keen?
Russia and Germany insist Nord

Stream 2 is a commercial project.
Europe’s top economy imports

around 40 percent of its gas from
Russia, and believes the pipeline has a
role to play in Germany’s transition
away from coal and nuclear energy.

Former chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder, who is close to Putin,
serves as chairman of the Nord
Stream’s shareholders committee. A
major test came at the start of the
year when Chancellor Angela Merkel
resisted fierce pressure from
Washington and Brussels to abandon
the pipeline following the jailing of
Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny. “One
gets the sense that Berlin’s enthusiasm
for the pipeline has sharply waned,
but no one in authority is prepared to
halt it,” Steven Pifer, a former US
ambassador to Ukraine and analyst
with the Brookings Institution, wrote

in a recent report.
Germany’s Green party, expected

to be part of the next coalition gov-
ernment, is against Nord Stream.

American U-turn? 
Like predecessors Barack Obama

and Donald Trump, Biden objects to
Nord Stream 2, calling it a bad deal
for Europe and a security risk. But
critics like to point out that the United
States is also looking to boost sales of
liquefied natural gas (LNG) to
Europe, which costs more than
Russian gas.

US sanctions on Russian vessels
laying the pipeline in recent years
have succeeded in delaying Nord
Stream 2, angering Germany. But
Biden, eager to rebuild transatlantic
ties after Trump, in May unexpectedly
waived sanctions on the Russian-con-
trolled company behind the project.

Analysts saw the move as an olive
branch to Berlin, whose support
Washington is counting on to face

other challenges, including a rising
China. US Secretary of State Antony
Blinken later called the completion of
Nord Stream 2 a “fait accompli”.

What’s next for Ukraine? 
Ukrainian President Volodymyr

Zelensky said the sanctions waiver
was a win for Putin.

“Nord Stream 2 is not an eco-
nomic project. It poses a serious
threat,” Zelensky said. Reaffirming
support  for  Ukraine, Biden has
invited Zelensky to the White House
in July. Observers say Washington
may now shift its focus towards
working with Germany on limiting
the Nord Stream fallout on Ukraine.

German Foreign Minister Heiko
Maas has already offered to broker
talks on extending Gazprom’s gas
transit contract with Ukraine. Under
the current agreement, Gazprom
has to pay transit fees until 2024,
even i f  i t  stops using Ukrainian
pipelines. — AFP

Nord Stream 2:
Controversial 
and unstoppable

This file photo shows the Nord Stream 2 gas line landfall facility in Lubmin,
northeastern Germany. — AFP

Burgan Bank reveals
new winner of 
KD 125,000 cash prize 
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced  Kenan Louai
Al-Bouaini as the new KD 125,000 cash prize winner
in the Yawmi quarterly draw.  The winner expressed
his excitement for being the winner of the rewarding
cash prize with Yawmi Account from Burgan Bank.
The Yawmi quarterly draw offers customers chances
to win higher rewards, entitling one lucky customer
to win KD 125,000 cash prize every three months.

To enter Burgan Bank’s Yawmi quarterly draws,
customers should maintain a minimum amount of KD
500 in their account for two months prior to the draw
date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the account will
entitle customers to one chance of winning.  For more
information about the Yawmi quarterly draw, cus-
tomers are advised to visit their nearest Burgan Bank
branch, or call the bank’s Call Center at 1804080
where customer service representatives will be
delighted to assist with any questions on the Yawmi
account or any of the bank’s products and services. 

ABK affirms CBK 
statement on risks 
of cryptocurrency 
KUWAIT: Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK) affirmed
the Central Bank of Kuwait’s recent statement on the
high risks of investment in crypto-assets. The state-
ment is the latest in a series that form part of the
Central Bank of Kuwait and Kuwait Banking
Association’s year-long ‘Let’s Be Aware’ programme.

In response to recent adverts promoting invest-
ment in cryptocurrencies, the Central Bank of
Kuwait statement emphasizes that these assets can
in no way be compared to real sovereign currency.
The latter is issued by a State and represents a sym-
bol of national sovereignty. It is also regulated by
State authorities and is accepted as legal tender and
serves as a reliable medium for exchange. In addition
to this, States strive to protect their official currency
and have policies that guarantee relative stability of
the exchange rate against major world currencies.

Consequently, the Central Bank of Kuwait cau-
tions against dealing in crypto-assets; Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Dogecoin, etc. These dealings come at a
high risk and with an array of negative conse-
quences for dealers in view of the nature of these
assets and the high fluctuation in their prices. These
assets are not subject to regulation or supervision
by any authority in the State of Kuwait, which could
mean heavy losses for speculators and an increased
risk of fraud.

Dealing in crypto-assets offered by unidentified
issuers and traded under fictitious names leaves
wide room for illegal use of funds, unauthorized
transactions, and money laundering,  as the assets
are not under the control of any central authority.

The Central Bank of Kuwait has instructed local
banks to take adequate measures to increase their
customers’ awareness of the risk involved in dealing
with crypto- assets. It has also communicated with
concerned authorities urging them to taking neces-
sary steps and measures, and has co-ordinated with
relevant agencies to increase public awareness of
the high risks involved.  

The ‘Let’s Be Aware’ program brings together
regulators and financial services providers in Kuwait,
spearheading a joint effort to raise consumer aware-
ness of banking products and services as well as
other crucial topics such as effective bank card
usage, guidance on borrowing, complaints and esca-
lation methods, fraud management, cybersecurity
protocols, and more.

Australian firm in 
talks over Congo 
hydro project
SYDNEY: Major Australian mining firm Fortescue con-
firmed yesterday that it is in talks to develop what is slat-
ed to be the world’s largest hydroelectric project, in the
Democratic Republic of Congo.

The firm-which is owned by Andrew “Twiggy” Forest
and has been eying renewable energy investments in
addition to its mining business-said it is in the running to
build the Grand Inga dam across the Congo River.
“Fortescue confirms that discussions have taken place
with the DRC Government in respect to the grant of
exclusive rights to develop the Grand Inga suite of proj-
ects,” the company said in a statement yesterday.

“No formal binding agreement has been concluded at
this time. Should an agreement be forthcoming, the compa-
ny will advise the market.” The long-mooted Inga project
could eclipse China’s Three Gorges Dam and provide south-
ern Africa with a bonanza of renewable energy. — AFP

Fossil fuels 
maintain grip 
on market
PARIS: Fossil fuels have held their share of
the energy mix over the past decade, a report
published yesterday found, despite a drop in
the cost of electricity from renewable wind
and solar.

Coal, oil and gas-fossil fuels which are the
main cause of global warming, accounted for
80.2 percent of final energy consumption in
2019, according to a report by the REN21
think tank.

That compared with 80.3 percent in 2009.
That doesn’t mean renewables didn’t increase:
they rose by almost five percent per year. The
share of modern renewables such as wind and
solar power in final energy consumption rose
from 8.7 to 11.2 percent. But consumption of fos-
sil fuels also rose in absolute terms.

The think tank noted that while a growing
number of countries have set net zero carbon
emissions targets, pandemic recovery programs
have chosen fossil fuels over renewables.
“Following announcements of funding for a

green economic recovery, taking public spend-
ing to levels higher than the Marshall Plan after
World War II, 2020 should have been the year
when the world pushed the reset button for the
global climate economy and renewables,” the
group said in a statement accompanying the
report. “Instead of driving transformation, recov-
ery packages provide six times more investment
to fossil fuels than to renewable energy ...
despite all the promises made during the Covid-
19 crisis,” it added.

The think tank’s chief, Rana Adib, said the fact
that at $555 billion, fossil fuel subsidies in 2019
were double the amount of green energy invest-
ment belied governmental promises of climate
action. Considerable progress is being made in
the electricity sector, where 356 gigawatts of
renewable production were added in 2020,
beating the previous record by nearly 30 per-
cent. In a growing number of areas, including in
parts of China, the EU, United States and India, it
is already cheaper to build new solar or wind
farms than continue to use existing coal facilities,
noted REN21.

“Governments shouldn’t be satisfied with
supporting renewable energy but quickly shut-
ting down fossil fuel power plants,” said Adib.
She urged countries to adopt energy perform-
ance targets to accelerate the transition to
renewables. — AFP


